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Review: Opera Saratoga’s ‘Il Postino’ is so good, everyone should see it

By Bob Goepfert

Friday, July 8, 2016

SARATOGA SPRINGS >> Every summer there is one production
that is so good that you want everyone to see it. This year that
production is “Il Postino” at Opera Saratoga. It is still available at
the Little Theatre on the grounds of SPAC in Saratoga State Park.
It’s a beautiful work, expertly performed and visually powerful.

For those who have a fear of being uncomfortable at an opera -
don’t worry. The work is extremely accessible as it is more like
heightened theater. The music is almost conversational and though
in Spanish, the super-titles are phenomenal as they keep you
involved with the story and capture the beauty of the language.

This is a funny, romantic work that is both joyful and enormously touching,

“Il Postino” is an opera adapted from the Academy Award-winning film “The Postman.” It was turned into an
opera by Daniel Catan, who passed away shortly after the opera was given its premiere in 2010. “Il Postino”
shows that the world lost a great composer who was a spokesman for love, beauty and language. This work is
a celebration of all these things as it traces the growth of a humble, inarticulate young man whose inner
beauty is released once he discovers the ability to see the world beyond the narrow framework of his own
existence. In other words, the postman Mario learns to be a poet.

Mario doesn’t discover the essence of life by himself. He has a mentor. Mario is a mailman with a single
client a famous Chilean poet living in this small Italian fishing village because he was exiled from his country
for his political outspokenness. However because the older poet was also a romantic, he was adored by
women throughout the world. Mario asks Neruda to teach him how to use language so he can find a beautiful
wife.

Though Mario learns about metaphors his use of them is awkward, excessive and endearing. But that is not
what makes him appealing to the beautiful Beatrice. She falls in love with his innocence, compassion and
love of life and she agrees to marry Mario.

When political change come to Chile, Neruda is accepted back in his home country and is free to travel the
world speaking for the rights of the downtrodden. Many in town feel neglected by the famous man to whom
they gave comfort. Mario suffers a sense of loss, but dedicates himself to the principles Neruda tried to
encourage in him and finally speaks up against Italy’s new government which is lying to and abusing the poor
of the country. Tragedy follows. Even the tragedy in “Il Postino” is uplifting as it symbolizes the dangers in
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life for those who dare to see the world as it is – or should be.

The performances match the beauty of the material. This is not only a wonderfully sung production; the
acting elevates the emotions of the music.

Daniel Montenegro is a charming Mario, the awkward youth who grows into a wise and caring man. He is so
perfect in the role he could make a career playing Mario. Indeed, he recently performed the role with Placido
Domingo playing Neruda (for whom the character was written.). However leaving Opera Saratoga you might
be say Placido who? That’s because after experience the wise, tender and beautifully sung performance of
Richard Troxell in the role it is hard to imagine anyone doing it better.

The entire cast is perfect. Cecilia Violetta Lopez is sensually romantic as Beatrice. Sandra Lopez is a mature
beauty as Matilde, the poets loving wife and Emily Spencer is a delight as Beatrice’s protective mother.
Every minor role is perfectly rendered and sung.

Making the production more sensational is Lawrence Edelson’s direction as he uses Caite Hevner’s simple
but evocative two-tiered set design to perfection. Josh Epstein’s lighting design is magical making powerful
moments more powerful and gentle scenes very romantic. All of this and a superb, unobtrusive orchestra, led
by conductor James Lowe that serves a score that captures everything that makes life worth living.

My only complaint is that Opera Saratoga only presents the work three times in the season - meaning I
probably won’t be able to see it again. I can’t, but you should.

“Il Postino” at Opera Saratoga. The Little Theater on the grounds of SPAC in Saratoga State Park.
Performances 2 p.m. July 10 and 16. 584-6018, operasaratoga.org
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